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Abstract

We prove that for any non-trivial perturbation depending on any two independent harmon-
ics of a pendulum and a rotor there is global instability. The proof is based on the geometrical
method and relies on the concrete computation of several scattering maps. A complete de-
scription of the different kinds of scattering maps taking place as well as the existence of
piecewise smooth global scattering maps is also provided.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Main result

We consider an a priori unstable Hamiltonian with 2 + 1/2 degrees of freedom

Hε(p, q, I, ϕ, s) = ±
(
p2

2
+ cos q − 1

)
+
I2

2
+ εh(q, ϕ, s) (1)

consisting of a pendulum and a rotor plus a time periodic perturbation depending on two harmonics
in the variables (ϕ, s):

h(q, ϕ, s) = f(q)g(ϕ, s),

f(q) = cos q, g(ϕ, s) = a1 cos(k1ϕ+ l1s) + a2 cos(k2ϕ+ l2s),
(2)

with k1, k2, l1, l2 ∈ Z.
The goal of this paper is to prove that for any non-trivial perturbation a1a2 6= 0 depending

on any two independent harmonics
∣∣∣k1 k2l1 l2

∣∣∣ 6= 0, there is global instability of the action I for any

ε > 0 small enough.
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Theorem 1. Assume that a1a2 6= 0 and k1l2 − k2l1 6= 0 in Hamiltonian (1)-(2). Then, for any
I∗ > 0, there exists ε∗ = ε∗(I∗, a1, a2) > 0 such that for any ε, 0 < ε < ε∗, there exists a trajectory
(p(t), q(t), I(t), ϕ(t)) such that for some T > 0

I(0) ≤ −I∗ < I∗ ≤ I(T ).

Remark 2. For a rough estimate of ε∗ ∼ exp(−πI∗/2) at least for |a1/a2| < 0.625, k1 = l2 = 1 and
l1 = k2 = 0, and of the diffussion time T = T (ε∗, I∗, a1, a2) ∼ (Ts(I

∗, a1, a2)/ε) log(C(I∗, a1, a2)/ε)
the reader is referred to [DS17]. Analogous estimates could be obtained for all the other values of
the parameters.

The proof is based on the geometrical method introduced in [DLS06] and relies on the concrete
computation of several scattering maps. A scattering map is a map of transverse homoclinic orbits
to a normally hyperbolic invariant manifold (NHIM). For Hamiltonian (1), the NHIM turns out
to be simply

Λ̃ε = Λ̃ =
{

(0, 0, I, ϕ, s) : (I, ϕ, s) ∈ R× T2
}
. (3)

In the unperturbed case, i.e., ε = 0, for any I∗ > 0 the NHIM Λ̃ possesses a 4D separatrix, that is
to say, coincident stable and unstable invariant manifolds

W 0Λ̃ =
{

(p0(τ), q0(τ), I, ϕ, s) : τ ∈ R, I ∈ [−I∗, I∗] , (ϕ, s) ∈ T2
}
,

where (p0, q0) are the separatrices to the saddle equilibrium point of the pendulum

(p0(t), q0(t)) =

(
±2

cosh t
, 4 arctan e±t

)
.

In the perturbed case, i.e., for small ε > 0, Wu(Λ̃ε) and W s(Λ̃ε) do not coincide (this is the
so-called splitting of separatrices), and every local transversal intersection between them gives
rise to a (local) scattering map which is simply the correspondence between a past asymptotic
motion in the NHIM to the corresponding future asymptotic motion following a homoclinic orbit.
Since the NHIM has also an inner dynamics, an adequate combination of these two dynamics on
the NHIM, the inner one and the outer one provided by the scattering map, generates the global
instability (also called in short Arnold diffusion) as long as the outer dynamics does not preserve
the invariant objects of the inner dynamics.

The inner motion is described in Section 2, the scattering maps in Section 3 and the absence of
invariant sets in both dynamics is checked in Section 4, which also includes the proof of Theorem 1.
Section 5 deals with the construction of a piecewise smooth global scattering map which is intro-
duced as a possible new tool to design fast and simple paths of global instability. We finish this
Introduction with some remarks about the necessity of the assumptions, as well as other features
of the scattering map and a discussion of the model chosen and related work.

1.2 Necessity of the assumptions

If the determinant ∆ := k1l2 − k2l1 or some coefficient a1, a2 vanishes, for instance, if there
is only one harmonic in g, there is no global instability for the action I. Indeed, looking at the
equations associated to Hamiltonian (1)

q̇ = ±p ṗ = [±1 + ε (a1 cos(k1ϕ+ l1s) + a2 cos(k2ϕ+ l2s))] sin q

ϕ̇ = I İ = ε cos q (k1a1 sin(k1ϕ+ l1s) + k2a2 sin(k2ϕ+ l2s)) (4)

ṡ = 1

this is clear for k1 = k2 = 0, since in this case I is a constant of motion. If k1 or k2 6= 0, say
k1 6= 0, the change of variables

ϕ̄ = k1ϕ+ l1s, rϕ̄− s̄ = k2ϕ+ l2s, Ī = k1I + l1,
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where r = k2/k1 can be assumed to satisfy 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 without loss of generality, casts system (4)
into

q̇ = ±p ṗ = [±1 + ε (a1 cos ϕ̄+ a2 cos(rϕ̄− s̄))] sin q

˙̄ϕ = Ī ˙̄I = εk21 cos q (a1 sin ϕ̄+ ra2 sin(rϕ̄− s̄))
˙̄s = ∆/k1

which is a Hamiltonian system with the Hamiltonian given by

H̄ε(p, q, Ī, ϕ̄, s̄) = ±
(
p2

2
+ cos q − 1

)
+
Ī2

2
+ εk21 cos q (a1 cos ϕ̄+ a2 cos(rϕ̄− s̄)) . (5)

If ∆ = 0 Hamiltonian (5) is autonomous with 2 degrees of freedom, and therefore a global drift for
the action I is not possible. Only drifts of size

√
ε are possible due to KAM theorem. Analogously

one easily checks that for a1a2 = 0 Hamiltonian (1) is integrable or autonomous.

1.3 Reduction of the harmonic types

Under the hypothesis (k1l2 − k2l1) a1a2 6= 0 of Theorem 1, we first notice that the case k2 = 0
of Theorem 1 is already proven in [DS17]. Indeed, k2 = 0 implies r := k2/k1 = 0 and it turns out
from (5) that Hamiltonian (1) is equivalent to the one with k1 = 1, k2 = 0, l1 = 0, l2 = 1:

Hε(p, q, I, ϕ, t) = ±
(
p2

2
+ cos q − 1

)
+
I2

2
+ ε cos q (a1 cosϕ+ a2 cos s) , (6)

which is just the Hamiltonian studied in [DS17]. Therefore, we only need to prove Theorem 1
for k1k2 6= 0 or equivalently for r ∈ (0, 1]. For the sake of clarity we will explain in full detail
and prove Theorem 1 along Sections 2-4 just for r = 1, which by (5) is equivalent to the case
k1 = 1, k2 = 1, l1 = 0, l2 = −1:

Hε(p, q, I, ϕ, t) = ±
(
p2

2
+ cos q − 1

)
+
I2

2
+ ε cos q (a1 cosϕ+ a2 cos(ϕ− s)) . (7)

To finish the proof of Theorem 1, in Section 4 we will sketch the modifications needed for the case
r ∈ (0, 1).

1.4 Scattering map types

By the definition given at the beginning of Section 3, a scattering map is in principle only locally
defined, that is, for a small ball of values of the variables (I, ϕ, s) or (I, θ = ϕ−Is), since it depends
on a non-degenerate critical point τ∗ = τ∗(I, ϕ, s) of a real function (16), depending smoothly on
the variables (I, ϕ, s), already introduced in [DLS06]. In the study carried out in Section 3, it will
be described whether, in terms of the parameter µ := a1/a2 and the variable I, a local scattering
map can or cannot be smoothly defined for all the values of the angles (ϕ, s) or θ = ϕ − Is,
becoming thus a global or extended scattering map. This description will depend essentially on a
geometrical characterization of the function τ∗(I, ϕ, s) in terms of the intersection of crests and
NHIM lines, following [DH11]. Any degeneration of the critical point τ∗ = τ∗(I, ϕ, s) may give
rise to more non-degenerate critical points and a bifurcation to multiple local scattering maps or
to a non global scattering map. Different critical points τ∗ = τ∗(I, ϕ, s) give rise to different local
scattering maps, and putting together different local scattering maps, one can sometimes obtain
piecewise smoth global scattering maps, which are very useful to design paths of instability for the
action I, and are simply called diffusion paths.

For instance, in the paper [DS17] devoted to the Hamiltonian (6), it was proven that for
0 < µ = a1/a2 < 0.625, there exist two different global scattering maps. Among the different
kinds of associated orbits of these scattering maps, there appeared two of them called highways,
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where the drift of the action I was very fast and simple. As will be described in Section 3, such
highways do not appear for Hamiltonian (7). Nevertheless, as will be proven in Section 5, there
exist piecewise smooth global scattering maps, and the possible diffusion along the discontinuity
sets opens the possibility of applying the theory of piecewise smooth dynamical systems [Fil88].

1.5 About the model chosen and related work

Hamiltonian (1) is a standard example of an a priori unstable Hamiltonian system [CG94]
formed by a pendulum, a rotor and a perturbation. It is usual in the literature to choose a
perturbation depending periodically only on the positions—which turn out to be angles in our
case—and time. Our perturbation h(q, ϕ, s) (2) is a little bit special since it is a product of a
function f(q) times a function g(ϕ, s). This choice makes easier the computations of the Poincaré-
Melnikov potential (17), which is based on the Cauchy’s residue theorem. Theorem 1 can be
easily generalized to any trigonometric polynomial or meromorphic function f(q), although the
computations of poles of high order become more complicated. In the same way, it could also be
generalized to more general perturbations h(q, ϕ, s), as long that h is a trigonometric polynomial
or meromorphic in q. The dependence on more than two harmonics gives rise to the appearance
of more resonances in the inner dynamics, which requires more control of their sizes, see for
instance [DS97, DH09]. Apart from more difficulty in the computations of the Poincaré-Melnikov
potential and the inner Hamiltonian, we do not foresee substantial changes, so we believe that
Hamiltonian (1) could be considered as a paradigmatic example of an a priori unstable Hamiltonian
system.

This paper is a natural culmination of [DS17], which dealt with the simpler Hamiltonian (6),
and where a detailed description of NHIM lines and crests was carried out. An “optimal” estimate
of the diffusion time close to some special orbits of the scattering map, called highways, was also
given there. The study in this paper of Hamiltonian (7) is more complicated, due to a greater
complexity of the evolution of the NHIM lines and crests with respect to the action I and the
parameters of the system. In particular, the absence of highways prevents us of showing an
estimate of diffusion time close to them.

The paper [DS17] also contains a fairly extensive list of references about global instability.
Let us simply mention some new references that are not there, like [DT16] which contains a
similar approach to the function τ∗ of [DLS06] and the crests of [DH11], and the recent preprints
[GT17, LMS16, Mar16, GM17, Che17] involving the geometrical method or variational methods.

We finish this introduction by noticing that in this paper we stress the interaction between
NHIM lines and crests, since this allows us to describe the diverse scattering maps, as well as their
domains, that appear in our problem. In more complicated models of Celestial Mechanics the
Melnikov potential is not available. In these cases the computations of scattering maps rely on the
numerical computation of invariant manifolds of a NHIM or some of its selected invariant objects,
and the search of diffusion orbits is performed in a more crafted way (see [CDMR06, DMR08,
DGR13, CGL16, DGR16]).

2 Inner dynamics

The inner dynamics is derived from the restriction of Hε in (7) and its equations to Λ̃, that is,

K(I, ϕ, s) =
I2

2
+ ε (a1 cosϕ+ a2 cos(ϕ− s)) , (8)

and differential equations

ϕ̇ = I ṡ = 1 İ = ε (a1 sinϕ+ a2 sin(ϕ− s)) . (9)

Note that in this case the inner dynamics is slightly more complicated to describe than in
[DS17] where there was just one resonance, namely, in I = 0. In the current case we have two
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resonant regions of size O(
√
ε) where secondary KAM tori appear. To describe these regions, we

use normal forms as in [DLS06].
Consider the autonomous extended Hamiltonian

K(I, A, ϕ, s) =
I2

2
+A+ ε (a1 cosϕ+ a2 cos(ϕ− s)) , (10)

with the differential equations

ϕ̇ =I İ =ε (a1 sinϕ+ a2 sin(ϕ− s))
ṡ =1 Ȧ =− εa2 sin(ϕ− s).

This system is equivalent to the system represented by (8)+(9). We wish to eliminate the depen-
dence on the angle variables. Consider a change of variables ε-close to the identity

(ϕ, s, I, A) = g(φ, σ, J,B) = (φ, σ, J,B) +O(ε)

such that it is the one-time flow for a Hamiltonian εG, i.e., g = gt=1, where gt is solution of

dgt
dt

= J0∇εG ◦ gt, where J0 is the symplectic matrix

(
0 1
−1 0

)
.

Composing K with g and expanding in a Taylor series around t = 0, one obtains

K ◦ g = K +
{
K, εG

}
+

1

2

{{
K, εG

}
, εG

}
+ . . . ,

where {·} is the Poisson bracket. Using the expansion (10) of K, the equation above can be written
as

K ◦ g =
J2

2
+B + ε

(
a1 cosφ+ a2 cos(φ− σ) +

{
J2

2
+B,G

})
+
ε2

2

{{
J2

2
+B,G

}
, G

}
+O(ε3).

(11)

We want to find G such that a1 cosφ+ a2 cos(φ− σ) +
{
J2

2 +B,G
}

= 0, or equivalently,

J
∂G

∂φ
+
∂G

∂σ
= a1 cosφ+ a2 cos(φ− σ).

Given a < b < 1, consider any function Ψ ∈ C∞(R) satisfying Ψ(x) = 1 for x ∈ [−a, a] and
Ψ(x) = 0 for |x| > b and introduce

G(J,B, φ, σ) :=
a1
J

(1−Ψ(J)) sinφ+
a2

J − 1
(1−Ψ(J − 1)) sin(φ− σ),

Substituting the above function G(J,B, φ, σ) in (11) we have

K ◦ g =
J2

2
+B +O(ε2), (12)

for J, J − 1 /∈ [−b, b]. For J ∈ [−a, a],

K ◦ g =
J2

2
+B + εa1 cosφ+O(ε2). (13)

Finally, for J − 1 ∈ [−a, a],

K ◦ g =
J2

2
+B + εa2 cos(φ− σ) +O(ε2). (14)
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From (13) and (14), one sees that on J = 0 and J = 1 there are resonances of first order in ε with
a pendulum-like behavior.

Coming back to the original variables, three kinds of invariant tori are obtained. For the
first order resonance I = 0, there is a positive a such that the invariant tori are given by
F 0(I, ϕ, s) = constant with

F 0(I, ϕ, s) =
I2

2
+ εa1 cosϕ+O(ε2). (15)

for I ∈ [−a, a]
Analogously, for the first order resonance I = 1, with

F 1(I, ϕ, s) =
(I − 1)2

2
+ εa2 cos(ϕ− s) +O(ε2),

for I − 1 ∈ [−a, a].

Remark 3. As commented in [DLS06], there exists a secondary resonance in I = 1/2, but the
size of the gap in its resonant region is much smaller than the size of gaps in resonant regions
associated to I = 0 and I = 1.

Remark 4. In a more general case with r 6= 1, the resonances take place in I = 0 and I = 1/r.

From (12), on the non-resonant region the invariant tori has equations F nr(I) = constant with

F nr(I) =
I2

2
+O(ε2).

An illustration of the inner dynamics is displayed in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Plane ϕ× I of inner dynamics for µ = 0.75 and ε = 0.01.

3 Scattering map

3.1 Definition of scattering map

We are going to explore the properties of the scattering maps of Hamiltonian (7). The notion
of scattering map on a NHIM was introduced in [DLS00]. Let W be an open set of [−I∗, I∗]×T2

such that the invariant manifolds of the NHIM Λ̃ introduced in (3) intersect transversally along
a homoclinic manifold Γ = {z̃(I, ϕ, s; ε), (I, ϕ, s) ∈W} so that for any z̃ ∈ Γ there exist unique
x̃+,− = x̃+,−(I, ϕ, s; ε) ∈ Λ̃ such that z̃ ∈W s

ε (x−) ∩Wu
ε (x̃+). Let

H+,− =
⋃
{x̃+,−(I, ϕ, s; ε) : (I, ϕ, s) ∈W} .
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The scattering map associated to Γ is the map

S : H− −→ H+

x̃− 7−→ S(x̃−) = x̃+.

For the characterization of the scattering maps, it is required to select the homoclinic manifold
Γ and this is done using the Poincaré-Melnikov theory. From [DLS06, DH11], we have the following
proposition

Proposition 5. Given (I, ϕ, s) ∈ [−I∗, I∗] × T2, assume that the real function

τ ∈ R 7−→ L(I, ϕ− I τ, s− τ) ∈ R (16)

has a non degenerate critical point τ∗ = τ∗(I, ϕ, s), where

L(I, ϕ, s) :=

∫ +∞

−∞
(f(q0(σ))− f(0)) g(ϕ+ Iσ, s+ σ; 0)dσ.

Then, for 0 < ε small enough, there exists a unique transversal homoclinic point z̃ to Λ̃ε of
Hamiltonian (1), which is ε-close to the point z̃∗(I, ϕ, s) = (p0(τ∗), q0(τ∗), I, ϕ, s) ∈ W 0(Λ̃):

z̃ = z̃(I, ϕ, s) = (p0(τ∗) +O(ε), q0(τ∗) +O(ε), I, ϕ, s) ∈ Wu(Λ̃ε) t W s(Λ̃ε).

The function L is called the Melnikov potential of Hamiltonian (1). For the concrete Hamilto-
nian (7) it takes the form

L(I, ϕ, s) = A1(I) cosϕ+A2(I) cos(ϕ− s), (17)

where

A1(I) =
2πIa1

sinh(πI/2)
and A2(I) =

2π(I − 1)a2
sinh(π(I − 1)/2)

.

The homoclinic manifold Γ is characterized by the function τ∗(I, ϕ, s). Once a τ∗(I, ϕ, s) is chosen,
which under the conditions of Proposition 5, is locally smoothly well defined, by the geometric
properties of the scattering map, see [DLS08, DH09, DH11], the scattering map has the explicit
local form

S(I, ϕ, s) =

(
I + ε

∂L∗

∂ϕ
(I, ϕ, s) +O(ε2), ϕ− ε∂L

∗

∂I
(I, ϕ, s) +O(ε2), s

)
,

where
L∗(I, ϕ, s) = L(I, ϕ− Iτ∗(I, ϕ, s), s− τ∗(I, ϕ, s)). (18)

Notice that the variable s is fixed under the scattering map. As a consequence [DH11, DS17],
introducing the variable

θ = ϕ− Is

and defining the reduced Poincaré function

L∗(I, θ) := L∗(I, ϕ− Is, 0) = L∗(I, ϕ, s), (19)

in the variables (I, θ), the scattering map has the simple form

S(I, θ) =

(
I + ε

∂L∗

∂θ
(I, θ) +O(ε2), θ − ε∂L

∗

∂I
(I, θ) +O(ε2)

)
,

so up to O(ε2) terms, S(I, θ) is the ε times flow of the autonomous Hamiltonian −L∗(I, θ). In
particular, the iterates under the scattering map follow the level curves of L∗ up to O(ε2).
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3.2 Crests and NHIM lines

We have seen that the function τ∗ plays a central role in our study. Therefore, we are interested
in finding the critical points τ∗ = τ∗(I, ϕ, s) of function (16). For our concrete case (17), τ∗ is a
solution of

IA1(I) sin(ϕ− Iτ∗) + (I − 1)A2(I) sin(ϕ− s− (I − 1)τ∗) = 0. (20)

This equation can be viewed from two equivalently geometrical viewpoints. The first one is that
to find τ∗ = τ∗(I, ϕ, s) satisfying (20) for any (I, ϕ, s) ∈ [−I∗, I∗]× T2 is the same as to look for
the extrema of L on the NHIM line

R(I, ϕ, s) = {(I, ϕ− Iτ, s− τ) : τ ∈ R} . (21)

Remark 6. Since (ϕ, s) ∈ T2, R(I, ϕ, s) is a closed line if I ∈ Q and it is a dense line on {I}×T2

if I /∈ Q.

The other viewpoint is that, fixing (I, ϕ, s), a solution τ∗ of (20) is equivalent to finding
intersections between a NHIM line (21) and a curve defined by

IA1(I) sinϕ+ (I − 1)A2(I) sin(ϕ− s) = 0. (22)

These curves are called crests, and in a general way can be defined as follows.

Definition 7. [DH11] We define by Crests C(I) the curves on (I, ϕ, s), (ϕ, s) ∈ T2, such that

∂L
∂τ

(I, ϕ− Iτ, s− τ)|τ=0 = 0, (23)

or equivalently,

I
∂L
∂ϕ

(I, ϕ, s) +
∂L
∂s

(I, ϕ, s) = 0.

As in our case L(I, ϕ− Iτ, s− τ) = A1(I) cos(ϕ− Iτ) +A2(I) cos(ϕ− s− (I − 1)τ), equation
(23) takes the form (22). Introducing

σ = ϕ− s, (24)

equation (22) can be rewritten as

µα(I) sinϕ+ sinσ = 0, (25)

for I 6= 1, where

µ =
a1
a2

and α(I) =
I2 sinh(π2 (I − 1))

(I − 1)2 sinh(πI2 )
. (26)

From now on, when we refer to crests C(I) we mean the set of points (I, ϕ, σ) satisfying
equation (25). See an illustration in Fig. 3.

Remark 8. In [DS17] the crests were described on the plane (ϕ, s), whereas now such curves lie
on the plane (ϕ, σ). Besides, differently from the cases studied in [DH11, DS17], the function α(I)
is not defined for all I. More precisely, it is not defined for I = 1. For this value of I, equation
(25) is not adequate, and one has to use (22) to check that for I = 1 the crests are just two vertical
straight lines on the plane (ϕ, σ) given by ϕ = 0 and ϕ = π.

Remark 9. For Hamiltonian (5) and r ∈ (0, 1), αr(I) is not defined for I = 1/r and is given by

αr(I) =
I2 sinh

(
π
2 (rI − 1)

)
(rI − 1)2 sinh

(
πI
2

) .
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We are interested in understanding the behavior of these crests because, as we have seen in
previous works [DH11, DS17], their intersection with the NHIM lines determine the existence and
behavior of scattering maps.

From (25), when |α(I)| < 1/ |µ|, σ can be written as a function of ϕ for all ϕ ∈ T on the crest
C(I). On the other hand, if |α(I)| > 1/ |µ|, ϕ can be written as a function of σ for all σ ∈ T.
These two conditions give us two kinds of crests: horizontal for |α(I)| < 1/ |µ| and vertical for
|α(I)| > 1/ |µ|. These names are due to their forms on the plane (ϕ, σ). We consider the same
characterization used in [DS17]:

• For |α(I)| < 1/ |µ|, there are two horizontal crests σ = ξM,m(I, ϕ)

CM,m(I) = {(I, ϕ, ξM,m(I, ϕ)) : ϕ ∈ T},

ξM(I, ϕ) = − arcsin(µα(I) sinϕ) mod 2π (27)

ξm(I, ϕ) = arcsin(µα(I) sinϕ) + π mod 2π.

• For |α(I)| > 1/ |µ|, there are two vertical crests ϕ = ηM,m(I, σ)

CM,m(I) = {(I, ηM,m(I, σ), σ) : σ ∈ T},

ηM (I, σ) = − arcsin(sinσ/ (µα(I))) mod 2π

ηm(I, σ) = arcsin(sinσ/ (µα(I))) + π mod 2π.

Remark 10. |α(I)| = 1/ |µ| is a singular or bifurcation case. In this case, the crests are straight
lines and are not differentiable in ϕ = π/2 and ϕ = 3π/2. See Fig. 6 of [DS17].

Remark 11. The crest containing the point (ϕ, σ) = (0, 0) will be denoted by CM(I) and the
crest containing the point (ϕ, σ) = (π, π) by Cm(I).

Note that the function |α(I)| is not bounded, indeed

lim
I→1
|α(I)| = +∞.

This implies that for any µ there exists a neighborhood U of I = 1 such that for all I ∈ U the
crests are vertical. On the other hand, since α(0) = 0 there exists a neighborhood V of I = 0
such that for all I ∈ V the crests are horizontal. We notice here a remarkable difference with the
Hamiltonians studied in [DH11, DS17], where, for |µ| ≤ 0.97, all the crests are horizontal for all I.

Now take a look at the properties of the function α(I) introduced in (26) to describe under
which conditions in µ the crests are horizontal or vertical. First of all, observe that for I 6= 1, α(I)
is smooth and α′(I) 6= 0, and for I = 1 α(I) is not bounded, indeed it has a vertical asymptote

lim
I→1−

α(I) = −∞ and lim
I→1+

α(I) = +∞.

Given a µ 6= 0, since α(0) = 0, there exists a unique Ic ∈ (0, 1) such that |α(I)| = 1/ |µ|. So,
the crests are horizontal for I ∈ [0, Ic) and vertical for I ∈ (Ic, 1).

Others important limits are

lim
I→−∞

α(I) = exp(π/2) and lim
I→+∞

α(I) = exp(−π/2).

The first limit implies that |α(I)| < exp(π/2) for I ∈ (−∞, 0). Thus, if exp(π/2) ≤ 1/ |µ| the crests
are horizontal for I ∈ (−∞, 0). Otherwise, if 1/ |µ| < exp(π/2), there exists a unique Il ∈ (−∞, 0)
such that |α(I)| = 1/ |µ| and the crests are vertical for I ∈ (−∞, Il) and horizontal for I ∈ (Il, 0).

The second limit implies that |α(I)| > exp(−π/2) for I ∈ (1,+∞). Then, if exp(−π/2) ≥
1/ |µ|, the crests are vertical for I ∈ [1,+∞). if exp(−π/2) < 1/ |µ|, there exists a unique
Ir ∈ (1,+∞), such that the crests are vertical for any I in [1, Ir) and horizontal for I ∈ (Ir,+∞).
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Summarizing, for 1/ |µ| ≥ exp(π/2), crests are horizontal for I ∈ (−∞, Ic) ∪ (Ir,+∞) and
vertical for I ∈ (Ic, Ir). For exp(−π/2) < 1/ |µ| < exp(π/2), crests are horizontal for I ∈ (Il, Ic) ∪
(Ir,+∞) and vertical for I ∈ (−∞, Il)∪(Ic, Ir). Finally, if 1/ |µ| < exp(−π/2), crests are horizontal
for I ∈ (Il, Ic) and vertical for I ∈ (−∞, Il) ∪ (Ic,+∞).

Remark 12. For r ∈ (0, 1), αr(I) is not bounded on a neighbourhood of the resonance I = 1/r,
i.e., limI→1/r− αr(I) = −∞ and limI→1/r+ αr(I) = +∞. The same behavior takes place for r = 1
and close to I = 1. On the other hand, for I → ±∞, αr(I) has the same behavior as in the case
for r = 0, limI→±∞ αr(I) = 0. This implies that for any value of µ, for I close enough to I = 1/r
the crests are vertical, and for |I| large enough the crests are horizontal.

Example To illustrate this discussion, we present a concrete example. Taking µ = 0.5, we
have exp(−π/2) < 1/µ = 2 < exp(π/2). In this case we have Il ≈ −1.807, Ic ≈ 0.701
and Ir ≈ 1.367. The crests are horizontal in (−1.807, 0.701) ∪ (1, 367,+∞) and vertical in
(−∞,−1.807) ∪ (0.701, 1.367). We emphasize that this scenario is very different from the case
in [DS17]. There, for µ = 0.5 the crests are horizontal for all I.

Now, we are going to focus on the transversality of the intersection between NHIM lines
R(I, ϕ, s) and crests C(I). On the plane (ϕ, σ) the NHIM lines can be written as

RI(ϕ, σ) = {(ϕ− Iτ, σ − (I − 1)τ), τ ∈ R}, (28)

so that its slope is (I − 1)/I in such plane. Therefore, there exists an intersection between NHIM
lines and crests that is not transversal if, and only if, there exists a tangent vector of C(I) at a
point that is parallel to (I, I − 1), or, using the parameterizations,

∂ξ

∂ϕ
(I, ϕ) =

I − 1

I
or

∂η

∂σ
(I, σ) =

I

I − 1
.

Considering a horizontal parameterization of C(I), the tangency condition is equivalent to

±α(I)µ cosϕ√
1− µ2α2(I) sin2 ϕ

=
I − 1

I
.

Therefore, there exists a ϕ satisfying the above condition if, and only if,

|β(I)| ≥ 1

|µ|
, where β(I) =

Iα(I)

I − 1

and ϕ takes the form

ϕ = ± arctan

(√
β(I)2 − (1/µ)2

(1/µ)2 − α(I)2

)
.

In an analogous way, for a vertical parameterization η(I, σ), there are tangencies if, and only if,

|β(I)| ≤ 1

|µ|
with σ = ± arctan

(∣∣∣∣I − 1

I

∣∣∣∣
√

(1/µ)2 − β(I)2

α(I)2 − (1/µ)2

)
.

Remark 13. Observe that in both cases, horizontal and vertical crests, there are tangencies if,
and only if, (

|α(I)| − 1

|µ|

)(
|β(I)| − 1

|µ|

)
< 0.

The function |β(I)| is smooth in R \ {1} and d |β(I)| /dI = 0 only for I = 0. Besides, we have

lim
I→1
|β(I)| = +∞, lim

I→−∞
|β(I)| = exp(π/2) and lim

I→+∞
|β(I)| = exp(−π/2).

Therefore, there are three possibilities:
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• for 1/ |µ| ≥ exp(π/2), there exist I0 ∈ (1/2, 1) and I+ ∈ (1,+∞) such that I0 and I+ are
solutions of |β(I)| − 1/ |µ| = 0. Besides, |β(I)| < 1/ |µ| for I ∈ (−∞, I0) ∪ (I+,+∞) and
|β(I)| > 1/ |µ| for I ∈ (I0, 1) ∪ (1, I+).

• for exp(−π/2) < 1/ |µ| < exp(π/2), there exist I− ∈ (−∞, 0), I0 ∈ (0, 1) and I+ ∈ (1,+∞)
such that I−, I0 and I+ are solutions of |β(I)| − 1/ |µ| = 0. Besides, |β(I)| < 1/ |µ| for
I ∈ (I−, I0) ∪ (I+,+∞) and |β(I)| > 1/ |µ| for I ∈ (−∞, I−) ∪ (I0, 1) ∪ (1, I+).

• For 1/ |µ| ≤ exp(−π/2), there exist I− ∈ (−∞, 0) and I0 ∈ (0, 1/2) such that I− and I0 are
solutions of |β(I)| − 1/ |µ| = 0. Besides, |β(I)| < 1/ |µ| for I ∈ (I−, I0) and |β(I)| > 1/ |µ|
for I ∈ (−∞, I−) ∪ (I0, 1) ∪ (1,∞).

Putting together this description of |β(I)| with the study about vertical and horizontal crests
and adding that

|β(I)| < |α(I)| ∀I ∈ (−∞, 0) ∪ (0, 1/2);

|β(I)| > |α(I)| ∀I ∈ (1/2, 1) ∪ (1,+∞);

|β(0)| = |α(0)| = 0 |β(1/2)| = |α(1/2)| = 1

we can state the proposition below.

Proposition 14. Consider the two crests C(I) defined by (25) and the NHIM line RI(ϕ, σ) defined
in (21) for Hamiltonian (7).

• For |µ| ≤ exp(−π/2), there exist Ib < Ia < IA < IB such that

– for I < Ib or IB < I, C(I) are horizontal and intersect transversally any RI(ϕ, σ);

– for Ib ≤ I < Ia or IA < I ≤ IB, the crests C(I) are horizontal, but now, there exist
tangencies between C(I) and two NHIM lines RI(ϕ, σ);

– for Ia < I < IA, the crests C(I) are vertical and intersect transversally any RI(ϕ, σ).

• For exp(−π/2) < |µ| < exp(π/2) there exist Ib < Ia < Ic ≤ IC < IA < IB such that

– for I < Ib or IC < I < IA, C(I) are vertical and intersect transversally any RI(ϕ, σ);

– for Ib ≤ I < Ia, the crests C(I) are vertical and there exist tangencies between C(I) and
two NHIM lines RI(ϕ, σ);

– for Ia < I < Ic or IB < I, C(I) are horizontal and intersect transversally any RI(ϕ, σ);

– for IA ≤ I ≤ IB, the crests C(I) are horizontal and there exist tangencies between C(I)
and two NHIM lines RI(ϕ, σ);

– for Ic ≤ I ≤ IC, if Ic < 1/2, the crests C(I) are vertical and there exist tangencies
between C(I) and RI(ϕ, σ). If Ic = 1/2, from the properties of α(I) and β(I) this
interval is just one point. If Ic > 1/2, the crests C(I) are horizontal and there exist
tangencies.

• For |µ| ≥ exp(π/2) there exist Ib < Ia < IA < IB such that

– for I < Ib or IB < I, C(I) are vertical and intersect transversally any RI(ϕ, σ);

– for Ib ≤ I < Ia or IA < I ≤ IB, the crests C(I) are vertical and there exist tangencies
between C(I) and two NHIM lines RI(ϕ, σ);

– for Ia < I < IA, the crests C(I) are horizontal and intersect transversally any RI(ϕ, σ).

Remark 15. Note that we are not considering the singular case |α(I)| = 1/ |µ| described in
Remark 10.
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Example Again, to illustrate this proposition, we take the case with µ = 0.5, see Fig. 2(a). In
this case, we have |β(I)| = 1/µ for I ≈ −2.942, 0.595, 1.85 and

• for I ∈ (−∞,−2.942) ∪ (0.701, 1) ∪ (1, 1.367)⇒
{
|α(I)| > 1/ |µ| ⇒ vertical crests
|β(I)| > 1/ |µ| ⇒ no tangencies

• for I ∈ [−2.942,−1.807)⇒
{
|α(I)| > 1/ |µ| ⇒ vertical crests
|β(I)| ≤ 1/ |µ| ⇒ tangencies

• for I ∈ (−1.807, 0.595) ∪ (1.85,+∞)⇒
{
|α(I)| < 1/ |µ| ⇒ horizontal crests
|β(I)| < 1/ |µ| ⇒ no tangencies

• for I ∈ [0.595, 0.701) ∪ (1.367, 1.85]⇒
{
|α(I)| < 1/ |µ| ⇒ horizontal crests
|β(I)| ≥ 1/ |µ| ⇒ tangencies

Once more, we compare with the Hamiltonian (6) studied in [DS17]. For Hamiltonian (6) and
µ = 0.5 there is no tangency, but for Hamiltonian (7) we can find tangencies for horizontal and
vertical crests. Indeed, for Hamiltonian (6) and any 0 < |µ| < 0.625 there is no tangency, whereas
for any µ 6= 0 there are tangencies for Hamiltonian (7).

(a) |α(I)| and |β(I)|:µ = 0.5, Ib ≈ −2.942, Ia ≈
−1.807, Ic ≈ 0.595, IC ≈ 0.701, IA ≈ 1.367 and
IB ≈ 1.85

(b) |αr(I)| and |βr(I)|: µ = 0.5 and r = 0.5.

Fig. 2: |α(I)| and |β(I)| : Behavior of the crests and tangencies.

Remark 16. For r ∈ (0, 1), βr(I) is defined by βr(I) = Iαr(I)/(rI−1). In this case, limI→1/r |βr(I)| =
+∞ and limI→±∞ |βr(I)| = 0. In Fig. 2(b), a comparison between the functions αr(I), βr(I) and
the straight line 1/ |µ| for r = 1/2 is displayed.

For each crest, where it is well defined, there exists, at least, a value τ∗ such that

(ϕ− Iτ∗, σ − (I − 1)τ∗) = (ϕ− Iτ∗, ξ(I, ϕ− Iτ∗)) or (η(I, σ − (I − 1)τ∗), σ − (I − 1)τ∗),

which means that RI(ϕ, σ)∩C(I) 6= ∅. This intersection is intrinsically associated to a homoclinic
orbit to the NHIM. To make a choice about how to take such τ∗ is to choose in which homoclinic
manifold Γ the homoclinic points z̃∗ lie. Even more, it is to choose what scattering map we are
going to use.

3.3 Construction of scattering maps

We have now several goals. First, to explain, given (I, θ), how to find the intersection between
one of the NHIM lines and one of the two crests, and consequently, to define the function τ∗.
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Second, to show how each crest can give rise to many scattering maps. And third, to explain the
different scattering maps or combinations of them that can be defined.

Let us first study the intersection between NHIM lines and crests. From the definition of the
function τ∗ = τ∗(I, ϕ, s) in equation (20) and the definition of a NHIM line R(I, ϕ, s) in (21) and
a crest C(I) in Definition 7, it turns out that

R(I, ϕ, s) ∩ C(I) = {(I, ϕ− Iτ∗(I, ϕ, s), s− τ∗(I, ϕ, s))} .

Moreover, from the equation satisfied by the function τ∗, one can get (see Eq. (3.12) in [DS17])
that for any γ

τ∗(I, ϕ− Iγ, s− γ) = τ∗(I, ϕ, s)− γ.

In particular, for the change (24) s = ϕ− σ and γ = ϕ− σ one gets

τ∗(I, ϕ, ϕ− σ) = τ∗(I, θ) + ϕ− σ, (29)

where θ = ϕ − Is = (1 − I)ϕ + Iσ. In the variables (I, ϕ, σ), taking into account the expression
(28) for the NHIM lines R(I, ϕ, ϕ−σ) and again equation (20) satisfied by the τ∗(I, ϕ, s), we have
that

R(I, ϕ, ϕ− σ) ∩ C(I) = {(I, ϕ− Iτ∗(I, ϕ, ϕ− σ), σ − (I − 1)τ∗(I, ϕ, ϕ− σ))}
= {(I, θ − Iτ∗(I, θ), θ − (I − 1)τ∗(I, θ))} ,

where (29) has been used, and θ = (1− I)ϕ+ Iσ.
From a geometrical point of view, to find an intersection between a NHIM line and a crest, one

throws from a point (θ, θ) on the plane (ϕ, σ) a straight line with slope (I − 1)/I, until it touches
the crest C(I). The function τ∗(I, θ) is the time spent to go from a point (θ, θ) in the diagonal
σ = ϕ up to C(I) with a velocity vector v = −(I, I − 1), see Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: Finding τ∗(I, θ) using the straight line σ = ϕ.

One has to decide the direction for τ∗ using the idea explained above. For example, if we are
on a point on the straight line σ = ϕ, we have to decide if we go up or go down along the NHIM
line, i.e., to look for a negative or a positive τ∗(I, θ) (to look at the past or the future). In both
cases we are going to detect an intersection with the desired crest, but, in general, different choices
give rise to different scattering maps, because we are looking for different homoclinic invariant
manifolds Γ.

To show another difference between scattering maps from the choice of τ∗ we begin by introduc-
ing each kind of scattering map. The first one is inspired in [DH11] and [DS17] for |µ| < 0.97. In
these cited cases all scattering maps studied were associated to one of the horizontal crests like in
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(27). In the same way, we can separate completely the scattering maps associated to the horizontal
crests and the scattering maps associated to the vertical crests. Notice that the scattering maps
associated to horizontal crests are defined only for values of I satisfying |α(I)| < 1/ |µ| whereas
the scattering maps associated to the vertical crests are defined only for values of I satisfying
|α(I)| > 1/ |µ|.

As noted previously, crests are vertical in a neighborhood of I = 1 for any value of µ. Therefore,
there is no scattering map associated to a horizontal crest close to I = 1. Analogously, since
|α(0)| = 0, crests are horizontal in a neighborhood of I = 0 for any value of µ and, therefore, there is
no scattering map associated to a vertical crest close to I = 0. This implies that these “horizontal”
or “vertical” scattering maps are just locally defined, in other words, they are not defined on the
whole plane (θ, I). This motivates to define global scattering maps. Global scattering maps are
important because they describe the outer dynamics for large intervals of I and are defined as
follows

Definition 17. A scattering map S(I, θ) is called a global scattering map if it is defined on all
θ ∈ T for any fixed I.

Note that S(I, θ) is a global scattering map as long as τ∗(I, θ) is a global function, i.e., defined
on all θ ∈ T for any fixed I. If τ∗(I, θ) is smoothly defined, the same will happen to S(I, θ).
Tangencies between NHIM lines and crests, as well as discontinuities in their intersections give
rise to non-smooth scattering maps.

Remark 18. For instance, in the paper [DS17] devoted to the Hamiltonian (6), it was proven that
for 0 < µ = a1/a2 < 0.625, there exist two different global scattering maps. Let us add that for
0.625 ≤ µ < 0.97, due to the existence of tangencies between the NHIM lines and the crests, there
appear two or six scattering maps. Such multiple scattering maps are indeed piecewise smooth
global scattering maps, see Figs. 9–11 of [DS17]. Their discontinuities lie along the tangency locus
and were avoided there to construct diffusion paths, just for the sake of simplicity.

For Hamiltonian (7), to extend scattering maps which are in principle only locally defined
we have now two options: to combine a scattering map associated to a horizontal crest with a
scattering map associated to a vertical crest or to extend the previously called “horizontal” or
“vertical” scattering maps. Although the first option may provide a global scattering map, they
may appear complex discontinuity sets which give rise to a complicated phase space.

The second option is to apply the same idea used in [DS17] when we defined the scattering
map “with holes”. When |α(I)| > 1/ |µ|, the horizontal crests are no longer defined for all ϕ ∈ T,
indeed, they become vertical crests defined for all σ ∈ T. Nevertheless, the vertical crests are
formed by pieces of horizontal crests. This implies that even for these values of I we can use ξ
given in (27) to parameterize some intersections between R(I, ϕ, σ) and C(I). As we can see in
Fig. 4, the vertical and horizontal crest CM are very close in a neighbourhood of ϕ = 0. When we
have a bifurcation from horizontal to vertical crests (or vice versa), it is natural just to change the
parameterization from ξM to ηM for these values of ϕ. With this choice the orbits of the scattering
map are continuous for θ close to 0 or 2π. The same happens with ξm and ηm for values of ϕ close
to π. Scattering maps associated to horizontal crests for values of I satisfying |µα(I)| < 1 are
defined for all ϕ ∈ T. The extension of them to values of I for ϕ ∈ T such that |µα(I) sinϕ| < 1
are called extended scattering maps.

Definition 19. A scattering map S(I, θ) is called an extended scattering map if it is associated to
horizontal crests for which |µα(I)| < 1, and is continuously extended to the pieces of the vertical
crests where they behave as horizontal crests, that is, for the values ϕ such that |µα(I) sinϕ| < 1.

Since we have already seen in Proposition 14 that there exist tangencies between NHIM lines
and crests for any value of µ, there are no global scattering maps for Hamiltonian (7). However,
there exist extended scattering maps with a domain large enough to provide diffusion paths.

To illustrate the current scenario we will display the level curves of the reduced Poincaré
function L∗(I, θ) defined in (19), which up to O(ε2) contain orbits of the scattering map S(I, θ).
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(a) A piece of ξM(I, ϕ) for I = 0.68. (b) A piece of ηM(I, σ) for I = 0.72.

Fig. 4: Comparison between ξM(I, ϕ) and ηM(I, σ) for µ = 0.5, I = 0.68 and I = 0.72 respectively.

We begin by considering µ = 0.6 and the horizontal crest CM(I). In Fig. 5(a) we display the
scattering map built using τ∗ defined by the first intersection between RI(ϕ, σ) and CM(I) from
σ = ϕ going down along RI(ϕ, σ). In Fig.5(b), we use a similar idea, but now, form σ = ϕ going
up along RI(ϕ, σ). Alternatively, if we choose τ∗ with minimal absolute value, independently of
going up or down, we obtain the scattering map plotted on Fig. 5(c). In this last case, there are
orbits of the scattering maps that are not smooth in θ = π. This happens because we change the
homoclinic manifold Γ, so we are using, indeed, two different scattering maps. In [DS17] we chose
scattering maps associated to a function τ∗ with the minimal absolute value, which were called
primary scattering maps. This example show us that is not enough to say what crest is associated
to a scattering map, but it is also necessary to make explicit the criterion used for τ∗ (going up
or down along the NHIM lines, or choosing a minimal |τ∗|).

The next lemma is a good example about the criteria for τ∗(I, θ) and its consequences, and
is used to prove Proposition 22. Before, a new notation is introduced. An even subindex k is
assigned to the branches Ck(I) of CM(I) when considering σ, ϕ ∈ R

ξk(I, ϕ) = − arcsin (α(I)µ sinϕ) + kπ and ηk = − arcsin

(
sinσ

α(I)µ

)
+ kπ

and an odd subindex k to the branches Ck(I) of Cm(I) when considering σ, ϕ ∈ R

ξk(I, ϕ) = arcsin (α(I)µ sinϕ) + kπ and ηk = arcsin

(
sinσ

α(I)µ

)
+ kπ.

We notice that the crests C(I) are naturally defined for (ϕ, σ) ∈ T2 and give rise to two different
crests CM(I), Cm(I) (except for the singular case |µα(I)| = 1). When we run now over real values
of ϕ, σ, we may have an infinite number of crests Ck(I), where even (odd) values of k are assigned
to the branches of CM(I) (Cm(I)). Among them, we are going to use C0(I), C1(I) and C2(I).

Lemma 20. Let L∗0 and L∗2 be reduced Poincaré functions associated to the same crest C(I), where
for L∗0 we look at the first intersection points “under” σ = ϕ, that is, with C0(I), and for L∗2 we
look at the first intersection points “over” σ = ϕ, that is, with C2(I). Then we have

∂L∗0
∂θ

(I, θ) = −∂L
∗
2

∂θ
(I, 2π − θ) . (30)

Remark 21. We say “under” σ = ϕ and “over” σ = ϕ for intersection points going down or up
along RI(ϕ, σ), respectively on (ϕ, ξ0(I, ϕ)) and (ϕ, ξ2(I, ϕ)), because when the horizontal crest
CM(I) is defined for all ϕ ∈ T the graphs (ϕ, ξ0(I, ϕ)) of C0(I) and (ϕ, ξ2(I, ϕ)) of C2(I) are under
and over the straight line σ = ϕ.

Proof. Let L∗ be a reduced Poincaré function (19)-(17), then

∂L∗

∂θ
(I, θ) =

A1(I) sin(θ − Iτ∗(I, θ))
I − 1

.
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(a) Going down along the NHIM lines
RI(ϕ, σ).

(b) Going up along the NHIM lines
RI(ϕ, σ).

(c) Minimal absolute value of τ∗.

Fig. 5: Different phase space of scattering maps S(I, θ) associated to the same horizontal crest CM(I), for µ = 0.6
and ε = 0.01. The orbits of scattering maps are represented by the blue lines which are, up to O(ε2), level sets of
the reduced Poincaré function L∗(I, θ). In the red zones the values of I on such orbits decrease, in the green one
the values of I increase. The white regions are regions where |µα(I) sinϕ| > 1 is satisfied.

So, equation (30) is satisfied if, and only if

sin(θ − Iτ∗0 (I, θ)) = sin(θ − I(−τ∗2 (I, 2π − θ))). (31)

We assume that the crest is horizontal and given by the graph of ξM, the other cases are
analogous. Indeed, we are going to use

ξ0(I, ϕ) = − arcsin(µα(I) sinϕ) and ξ2(I, ϕ) = ξ0(I, ϕ) + 2π. (32)

This implies that the intersection point “under” σ = ϕ is a point on the curve parameterized
by ξ0(I, ϕ). Otherwise, the intersection “over” σ = ϕ is a point on the curve parameterized by
ξ2(I, ϕ). As the slope of the NHIM lines is (I − 1)/I, given a point (θ, θ), we obtain

ξ2(I, θ − Iτ∗2 (I, θ))− θ
θ − Iτ∗2 (I, θ)− θ

=
I − 1

I
,

which can be rewritten as

2π + ξ0(I, θ − Iτ∗2 (I, θ))− θ
−Iτ∗2 (I, θ)

=
I − 1

I
.

From this equation, we obtain an expression for τ∗2 (I, θ)

τ∗2 (I, θ) =
− (2π + ξ0(I, θ − Iτ∗2 (I, θ))− θ)

I − 1
.

From the expressions of τ∗2 (I, θ) above and (32),

τ∗2 (I, 2π − θ) =
(ξ0(I, θ − I (−τ∗2 (I, 2π − θ))) + θ)

I − 1
,
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and therefore

θ − (I − 1)(−τ∗2 (I, 2π − θ)) = ξ0(I, θ − (I − 1)(−τ∗2 (I, 2π − θ))),

which implies that −τ∗2 (I, 2π − θ) is a time of intersection between the NHIM line and the curve
parameterized by ξ0. In the case that there exists only one intersection point, this implies

τ∗0 (I, θ) = τ∗2 (I, 2π − θ).

So, condition (31) is satisfied.

Proposition 22. Let S1(I, θ) be the scattering map associated to the graphs of ξ1 and η1 of C1(I).
Assuming a1, a2 > 0, for any I there exists a θ+ such that İ > 0 for θ ∈ (π, θ+). Moreover,
θ+ ≥ 3π/2 for I /∈ (−1/2, 1/2).

Proof. A proof is given in Appendix A.

Remark 23. If a1 < 0, we have that there exists a θ− such that İ > 0 for any θ ∈ (θ−, π).

Remark 24. An analogous proposition holds for S2(I, θ), the scattering map associated to the
graphs of ξ2 and η2 of C2(I). In such case, there is a θ+ such that İ ≥ 0 for any θ ∈ (θ+, 2π) where
θ ≥ 3π/2 for I ∈ (1/2, 3/2).

Note that this proposition leads us to ensure the diffusion in an analogous way to the one used
to prove Theorem 4 in [DS17]. Next, the diffusion mechanism is stated and the Arnold diffusion
is proven.

4 Arnold Diffusion

In this section we are going to complete our goal proving the existence of global instability or
Arnold diffusion, that is, Theorem 1.

We begin by presenting some general geometrical properties of the scattering maps that we
have to take into account to prove the theorem of diffusion. The first one reduces the study of
scattering maps to positive values of µ. More precisely, we have the lemma below

Lemma 25. The scattering map for a value of µ and s = π, associated to the intersection between
R(I, ϕ, s) and Cm(I) (CM(I)) has the same geometrical properties as the scattering map for −µ
and s = 0, associated to the intersection between Rθ(I) and CM(I) (Cm(I)), i.e.,

Sµm(M)(I, ϕ, π) = S−µM(m)(I, ϕ, 0) = S−µM(m)(I, θ)

Proof. First, we look for τ∗m such that the NHIM segment R(I, ϕ, s) intersects the crest Cm(I). If
we fix s = π, we have from (17) and (18):

L∗µ,m(I, ϕ, π) = A1(I) cos(ϕ− Iτ∗m(I, ϕ, π)) +A2(I) cos(ϕ− π − (I − 1)τ∗m(I, ϕ, π)). (33)

Besides, τ∗ satisfies

µα(I) sin(ϕ− Iτ∗m) + sin(ϕ− π − (I − 1)τ∗m) = 0,

or
−µα(I) sin(ϕ− Iτ∗m) + sin(ϕ− (I − 1)τ∗m) = 0.

We have that ϕ− π− (I − 1)τ∗m (mod 2π) = ξm(I, ϕ− Iτ∗m) with π/2 ≤ ξm ≤ 3π/2. Then, for
each τ∗m there exists a K ∈ Z such that

π

2
< ϕ− π − (I − 1)τ∗m + 2πK <

3π

2
.
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This implies

3π

2
< ϕ− (I − 1)τ∗m + 2πK and ϕ− (I − 1)τ∗m + 2π(K − 1) <

π

2
.

Therefore,

ϕ− (I − 1)τ∗m (mod 2π) <
π

2
or ϕ− (I − 1)τ∗m (mod 2π) >

3π

2
.

We can conclude that ϕ − (I − 1)τ∗m (mod 2π) = ξM(I, ϕ − Iτ∗m). Therefore τ∗m(I, ϕ, π) for µ is
equal to τ∗M(I, ϕ, 0) for −µ. From (33), L∗µ,m(I, ϕ, π) satisfies

L∗µ,m(I, ϕ, π) = A1(I) cos(ϕ− τ∗M(I, ϕ, 0)) + (−A2(I)) cos(ϕ− (I − 1)τ∗M(I, ϕ, 0))

= L∗−µ,M(I, ϕ, 0).

Since L∗µ,m(·, ·, π) and L∗−µ,M(·, ·, 0) coincide, their derivatives too and this implies that

Sµm(I, ϕ, π) = S−µM (I, ϕ, 0) = S−µM (I, θ).

From now on, just to simplify the exposition, a1 and a2 are considered positive. The same
strategy used in [DS17] is applied to prove the existence the diffusion: we combine the scattering
map in an interval of θ where İ > 0 and the inner map to build a diffusion pseudo-orbit. Then we
apply shadowing results to get the existence of a diffusion orbit.

Since I = 0 and I = 1 are resonance values, the application of the inner map must be more
careful, because in these resonance regions, for some orbits, the value of I decreases in order
O(
√
ε), i. e., the tori cannot be considered flat. We study the transversality between the foliations

of invariant sets of the inner and the scattering map in resonant and non-resonant regions and its
image under the scattering map S. For more details and a more general case, the reader is referred
to [DH09].

Consider the resonant region associated to I = 0. In such region, the tori can be approximated
by F 0(I, ϕ) given in (15). The tranversality between invariant sets of the inner and the scattering
map holds if the gradient vectors of the level curves of F 0 and L∗ are not parallel vectors, or
equivalently, {

F 0(I, θ),L∗(I, θ)
}
6= 0,

where {, } is the Poisson bracket,

{
F 0,L∗

}
=
∂F 0

∂θ

∂L
∂I
− ∂F 0

∂I

∂L
∂θ
.

From (15), the partial derivatives of F 0 are

∂F 0

∂I
= I and

∂F 0

∂θ
= −εa1 sin θ,

and since L∗(I, θ) = A1(I) cos(θ − Iτ∗(I, θ)) + A2(I) cos(θ − (I − 1)τ∗(I, θ)), we have the partial
derivatives given by

∂L∗

∂θ
=
A1(I) sin(θ − Iτ∗)

I − 1
,

∂L∗

∂I
= A′1(I) cos(θ−Iτ∗)+A′2(I) cos(θ−(I−1)τ∗)+A1(I)τ∗ sin(θ−Iτ∗)+A2(I)τ∗ sin(θ−(I−1)τ∗).

Note that if |I| > O(ε), ∂F 0/∂I dominates ∂F 0/∂θ, so the Poisson bracket above can be
reduced to {

F 0,L∗
}
' −∂F

0

∂I

∂L
∂θ

=
−IA1(I) sin(θ − Iτ∗)

I − 1
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Expanding sin(θ − Iτ∗) in Taylor’s series around I = 0, we have

sin(θ − Iτ∗) = sin θ +O(I),

which implies
{
F 0,L∗

}
= 0 if, and only if, θ ≈ 0, π, assuming that O(I) is small enough.

Now, we consider I = O(ε) and look at the intersections between the NHIM lines and the
graph of ξ1. Note that as the value of I is close to 0 we can assume that the crests are horizontal.
Using Taylor’s series we can write

sin(θ − Iτ∗) = sin θ +O(I) cos(θ − Iτ∗) = cos θ +O(I)

sin(θ − (I − 1)τ∗) = O(I) cos(θ − (I − 1)τ∗) = −1 +O(I).

This implies{
F 0,L∗

}
= −IA1(I) sin θ

I − 1
− εa1 sin θ (A′1(I) cos θ −A′2(I) +A1(I)τ∗ sin θ) +O(I2, εI). (34)

Taylor expanding the functions A1(I), A′1(I) and A′2(I) around I = 0, we obtain

A1(I) = 4a1 +O(I2), A′1(I) = O(I) and A′2(I) = a2π(π cothπ/2− 2)csch(π/2) +O(I)

Plugging these expressions in (34), we set{
F 0,L∗

}
= −4a1I sin θ

I − 1
− εa1 sin θ [a2π(π cothπ/2− 2)csch(π/2) + 4a1(π − θ) sin θ] +O(I2, Iε).

So,
{
F 0,L∗

}
= 0⇔ a1 sin θ

[
−4I
I−1 − εa2π(π cothπ/2− 2)csch(π/2) + ε4(π − θ) sin θ

]
= 0. In other

words, we do not have transversality if, and only if, θ = 0, π or satisfies

(π − θ) sin θ =
I

εa1
+
π(cothπ/2− 2)cschπ/2)

4
,

which is not an horizontal curve in the plane (θ, I) and is transversal to an invariant torus of the
inner dynamics.

For the other resonant region I = 1, F 1 is very similar. Assuming I − 1 = O(ε), we have

{
F 1,L∗

}
= a2 sin θ

{
4

(
I − 1

I

)
− ε [πa1(2− π coth(π/2))csch(π/2) + 4a2 sin θ]

}
.

Applying the same methodology, we obtain an analogous result for the other resonant region
F 1. In short, we conclude that the image S(Ti) of an invariant torus Ti of the inner map under
the scattering map intersects tranversally another invariant torus Ti+1 of the inner map.

Finally, in the non-resonant region, we notice that

{F nr,L∗} = −∂F
nr

∂I

∂L∗

∂θ
= −IA1(I) sin(θ − Iτ∗)

I − 1
,

just the same expression as the one for the resonance I = 0, so the transversality between invariant
sets of the inner and the scattering map follows.

Now, a constructive proof of Theorem 1 is presented. This proof is similar to the proof presented
in [DS17], but now, there is no any piece of “highway” or fast vertical lines where |I| is large. So,
the inner map is applied more times.

4.1 Proof of Theorem 1

Proof. First of all we have to choose what scattering map we use. This choice depends on the
sign of µ as explained in Lemma 25. Assuming µ > 0, we take S1(I, θ), the global scattering
map associated to the graphs of ξ1 and η1. If a1 > 0, by Proposition 22 for any I there exists
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an interval θ ∈ (π, θ+) where İ > 0. Define Hr the set (ρ, θ+) × [−I∗, I∗], where ρ = π + δ
is such that π < ρ < θ+ and the transversality between NHIM lines and L∗1 holds. We first
construct a pseudo-orbit {(Ii, θi) : i = 0, . . . , N1} ⊂ Hr with I0 = −I∗ and θN1

as close as
possible to ρ. Note that all these points lie in the same level curve of L∗1, that is, L∗1(I0, θ0) =
L∗1(Ii, θi), i = 1, . . . , N1. Applying the inner dynamics, we get (IN1+1, θN1+1) = φtN1

(IN1
, θN1

)
with θN1+1 ∈ (ρ, θ+) and then we construct a pseudo-orbit {(Ii, θi) : i = N1 + 1, . . . , N1 +
M1} ⊂ L∗1(IN1+1, θN1+1) = lN1+1 with θi ∈ (ρ, θN1+1), θ+ − θN1+M1 = O(ε2). Applying the inner
dynamics, we get (IN1+M1+1, θN1+M1+1) = φtN1+M1

(IN1+M1
, θN1+M1

) with θN1+M1+1 ∈ (ρ, θ+).
Recursively, we construct a pseudo-orbit {(Ii, θi) : i = N1 + 1, . . . ,N2} such that IN2

≥ I∗. In the
same ways as in [DS17] (Theorem 4), we can apply shadowing techniques of [FM00, FM03, GLS14],
due to the fact that the inner dynamics is simple enough to satisfy the required hypothesis of these
references, to prove the existence of a diffusion trajectory. If a10 < 0, changing Hr to Hl = (θ+, π)
all the previous reasoning applies.

Remark 26. Considering Remark 4, Remark 9, Remark 12 and Remark 16, for any r ∈ (0, 1),
an equivalent diffusion result is readily obtained.

5 Piecewise smooth global scattering maps

In this section, the geometric freedom of the choice of τ∗ is explored. Until now, only two
different scattering maps have been used to build a global one, and this was enough to ensure
diffusion. But, with this approach, finding a diffusion pseudo-orbit is not always easy enough and
this pseudo-orbit can be also complicated. This depends simply on the “aspect” of the scattering
map obtained.

We now suggest a new criterion to choose τ∗: to take the minimal value for |τ∗| for any
(θ, I). This provides us with a piecewise smooth global scattering map with a good property: the
phase space of this scattering map which is O(ε2)-close to the level sets of the reduced Poincaré
function L∗(I, θ) associated to the chosen τ∗ is simpler and “cleaner” than the phase spaces of
other scattering maps displayed up to now. By a cleaner scattering map, we mean that we can
easily identify and understand the orbits of the scattering maps, except for a small region which
contains the tangency locus.

Besides, the zones where the value of I is increased or decreased under the scattering map is
well behaved. I decreases for θ ∈ (0, π) (the red region on all pictures in Fig. 6) and I increases
for θ ∈ (π, 2π) (the green region on all pictures in Fig. 6). So it is easy to infer that for finding
a diffusion pseudo-orbit it is enough to build a combination between the inner map and this
scattering map restricted to (π, 2π), for example if an increased value of I is wished. The same
idea used in the proof of Theorem 1.

Observe that the scattering maps we are now considering are a mix of the scattering maps
studied previously. As an example, we illustrate the scattering map obtained for µ = 0.9. Such
scattering map can be divided into three regions and in each region, the scattering map coincides
with a scattering map studied before.

In Fig. 7, for regions I (0 < θ < π/2), II (π/2 < θ < 3π/2) and III (3π/2 < θ < 2π) the
scattering map has the following correspondence:

I Extended scattering map S0(I, θ) associated to the horizontal CM(I) “under” σ = ϕ.

II Extended scattering map S1(I, θ) associated to the horizontal Cm(I).

III Extended scattering map S2(I, θ) associated to the horizontal CM(I) “over” σ = ϕ.

If extended scattering maps are not considered and we just use scattering maps associated to
horizontal and vertical crests, one can see that these scattering maps can be divided into 6 regions,
i.e., they can be viewed as a combination of up to 6 scattering maps.

Another property of these scattering maps is the loss of differentiability on the straight lines
θ = π/2 and θ = 3π/2. The vector field associated to the Hamiltonian −L∗i defined around these
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(a) Piecewise scattering map for µ = 0.3. (b) Piecewise scattering map for µ = 0.5.

(c) Piecewise scattering map for µ = 0.9. (d) Piecewise scattering map for µ = 1.5.

Fig. 6: Examples of piecewise smooth global scattering maps. The orbits of scattering maps are represented by
the blue lines. In the red zones the values of I on such orbits decrease, in the green one the values of I increase.

discontinuity lines behaves as the vector fields studied in non-smooth dynamics theory. More
precisely, we can find regions with slide and unstable slide behavior [Fil88]. In a future work, we
envisage to design special pseudo-orbits along these discontinuity lines using such theory. Note
that these pseudo-orbits would be very similar to the “highways” defined in [DS17], so in principle,
one can expect fast and simple diffusion along these discontinuity lines.
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A Proof of Proposition 22

Proposition 22. Let S1(I, θ) be the scattering map associated to the graphs ξ1 and η1. Assuming
a1, a2 > 0, then for any I, there exists a θ+ such that İ > 0 for θ ∈ (π, θ+). Moreover, θ+ ≥ 3π/2
for I /∈ (−1/2, 1/2).

Proof. We have

İ =
∂L∗

∂θ
(I, θ) =

A1(I) sin(θ − Iτ∗(I, θ))
I − 1

= −A2(I) sin(θ − (I − 1)τ∗(I, θ)

I
. (35)

where A1(I) and A2(I) are positive, because a1, a2 > 0. Notice that µ = a1/a2 > 0.
Note that as (I, ϕ = π, θ = π) is always on the crest Cm(I), τ∗(I, π) = 0 for all I.
Consider first the case of horizontal crests (|α(I)µ| < 1).
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Fig. 7: A piecewise smooth global scattering map divided into 3 regions. The vertical black lines are the boundaries
of the domains of smooth scattering maps.

a) For I < 0, the function α(I) introduced in (26) satisfies α(I) > 0, and from (27), sin(ξ1(I, ϕ)) sinϕ =
−µα(I) sinϕ ≤ 0. Take θ = 3π

2 ; since I < 0, the slope m = (I − 1)/I of the NHIM lines
is greater than 1. Therefore, 3π/2 − Iτ∗1 (I, 3π/2) ∈ (π, 3π/2). This implies that for any
θ ∈ (π, 3π/2), θ − Iτ∗1 (I, θ) ∈ (π, 3π/2), so sin(θ − Iτ∗1 ) < 0. From (35), İ > 0.

b) For 0 < I < 1, α(I) < 0, so sin ξ1(I, ϕ) sinϕ ≥ 0. Besides, m < 0, so if we look for θ∗
satisfying

θ − Iτ = 2π (36)

θ − (I − 1)τ = π,

we have that for any θ ∈ (π, θ∗), θ−Iτ∗1 ∈ (π, 2π). By solving (36) and defining θ+ := θ∗, we
obtain θ+ = (2− I)π. Then, sin(θ − Iτ∗1 (I, θ)) < 0 and therefore İ > 0 for any θ ∈ (π, θ+ =
(2− I)π). In particular, θ+ < 3π/2 if, and only if, I ∈ (1/2, 1).

c) For I > 1, one more time α(I) > 0 and sin ξ1(I, ϕ) sin(ϕ) < 0, but now 0 < m = 1−1/I < 1.
We first fix θ = 3π/2 and search for I such that

3π

2
− Iτ∗(I, 3π/2) = 0

3π

2
− (I − 1)τ∗(I, 3π/2) = π.

We obtain I = 3/2, so θ − Iτ∗1 (I, θ) ∈ (0, π) for any I ≥ 3/2 and θ ∈ (π, θ+ = 3π/2).
Consequently, sin(θ− Iτ∗1 (I, θ)) > 0 and İ > 0. For the values of I ∈ (1, 3/2) we change the
strategy. We look for θ∗ such that

θ − Iτ∗(I, θ) = 0

θ − (I − 1)τ∗(I, θ) = π.

We have θ∗ = πI and θ − Iτ∗1 (I, θ∗) ∈ (0, π) for any I ∈ (1, 3/2) and θ ∈ (π, θ∗), so İ > 0.
Note that θ∗ < 3π/2 and we can define θ+ := θ∗.

Observe that for I = 1 the crests are vertical, and for I = 0, θ = θ − Iτ∗1 (I, θ), and İ > 0 for
θ ∈ (π, 3π/2).

Consider now the case of vertical crests (|α(I)µ| > 1).
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a) For I < 0, sin η1(I, σ) sinσ = −µα(I) sin2 σ ≤ 0 and m > 1. We fix θ = 3π/2 and look for I
such that

3π/2π − Iτ∗ = π

3π/2− (I − 1)τ∗(I, 3π/2) = 0.

We obtain I = −1/2 and therefore, sin(θ − (I − 1)τ∗1 (I, θ)) > 0 for I ∈ (−∞,−1/2) and
θ ∈ (π, 3π/2). Consequently, İ > 0 from (35). For I ∈ (−1/2, 0), we have that θ+ = (1− I)π
satisfies

θ − Iτ∗(I, θ+) = π

θ+ − (I − 1)τ∗(I, θ+) = 0.

Therefore, sin(θ − (I − 1)τ∗1 )(I, θ) > 0 and İ > 0 for any θ ∈ (π, θ+).

b) For 0 < I < 1 sin η1(I, σ) sinσ ≥ 0 and m < 0. θ+ = (I + 1)π satisfies

θ − Iτ∗(I, θ+) = π

θ+ − (I − 1)τ∗(I, θ+) = 2π.

So, sin(θ − (I − 1)τ∗1 (I, θ)) > 0 and İ > 0 for any θ ∈ (π, θ+). Note that θ+ < 3π/2 for
I ∈ (0, 1/2).

c) Finally, for I > 1, sin η1(I, σ) sinσ ≤ 0. We have that θ − (I − 1)τ∗1 (I, θ) ∈ (π, 2π), so
sin(θ − (I − 1)τ∗1 (I, θ)) < 0 and İ > 0 for any θ ∈ (π, 3π/2).

For I = 0 the crests are horizontal. For I = 1, θ = θ − (I − 1)τ∗1 (I, θ), so İ > 0 for θ ∈ (π, 2π).
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